Flaps & Pocklets and Velcro ready to use systems

The Sprinklear Spray Handle
Flat Mop System

Sabco Professional
The Sprinklear Spray Handle Flat Mop System

Description & Benefits

The easiest way of mopping

The Sprinklear Spray Handle Flat Mop System is the fast, easy and ergonomic way to clean small areas. Forget the bucket. Everything you need is in one hand. You just have to fill the tank with the cleaning solution and start cleaning.

- Ready to use all-in-one flat mop system
- Easy to use; no training required
- Velcro and Flaps and Pockets flat mops compatible
- No buckets and wringers needed
- Lightweight and Ergonomic design for fast cleaning
- Cost saving on chemicals and water usage
- Ideal when lack of laundry facility & storage space are issues
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How to use it

1. **Attach the base to the spray handle**
2. **Insert the € security clip to the base**
3. **Attach the base to flat mop**
4. **Fill the tank with cleaning solution, using a bottle, a jug or tap water**
5. **Press the button once to release 10ml of solution or keep pressed for constant release**
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The Spray Handle

- Push button to release water in 2 ways:
  - 10ml each press - more than double the dosage of a spray mop -
  - Non-stop water release with constant press
- 550ml total liquid capacity
- Unique rubber head rests against walls without slipping
- Compatible with MicroFX Velcro and SuperSwish Pro Mop Bases
- Handle length: 145cm
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The Flat Mop Bases

**Velcro Flat Mop Base 40cm**

- Lightweight aluminium
- Constant pressure on the floor to maximise contact on the surface and pick up the dirt under the entire base
- Lock & unlock system for easy reach under shelves and furniture
- Ergonomic design
- Lock system for a up & down movement to clean walls and ceilings
- Velcro strips can be replaced
- Colour coded to avoid cross contamination

**Flaps & Pockets Flat Mop Base 40cm**

- ABS construction for high resistance
- Double option to fit flat mop refill with flaps or pockets
- Push-to-release button pad removal for hands-free
- Ergonomic design
- Colour coded to avoid cross contamination
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The Flat Mop Refills

Micro FX Hygiene
Resistant to bleach and strong chemicals for superior hygiene in all healthcare environments

Micro FX Xtreme
Ideal for anti-slip and safety floors for heavy duty cleaning to remove sticky and tough dirt, grease and grime. Bathroom and food areas.

Micro FX Active
Ideal for all purpose cleaning, especially on porous surfaces. It can absorb up to 5 times its weight